STRATEGIC PLANNING
COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS FOR STRATEGIC GROWTH

Stellar combines technical and operational expertise to deliver strategic solutions that meet client goals. No other design and construction firm has the depth of food industry expertise and self-performing capabilities to take a project from strategic planning through to final delivery.

STEELAR’S STRATEGIC PLANNING SERVICES PROVIDE:

- Operational Efficiency Gains
- Increased Capacity
- Labor Reduction
- Improved Safety
- Yield Improvements
- Warehouse & Inventory Efficiencies

MANUFACTURING ANALYSIS & STRATEGY

With extensive experience in strategic planning, design and execution, our fully integrated team understands how one small decision can have huge impacts on timing and budget. Working closely with key stakeholders and our own technical experts, we:

- Develop a Manufacturing Plan that Supports a Business Plan
- Balance Capital Programs Against ROI
- Leverage Analytics And Rational Processes While Aligning Beliefs and Opinions
- Reinforce Directional Decisions Through Third-party Validation
BUSINESS PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Sometimes clients need an objective point of view when it comes to what’s next for their companies. The Stellar team works closely with leaders in all key departments to obtain a holistic company view that informs the business plan. To develop this roadmap for future company growth, we conduct extensive analysis of:

- Location of Each Segment
- Potential Market Share Gain
- Strengths and Weaknesses
- Products and Services
- Research and Development
- Supply Chain and Distribution

WE BALANCE COST, CAPACITY, FLEXIBILITY AND MARGIN TO DELIVER SOLUTIONS THAT GIVE CLIENTS A COMPETITIVE EDGE.

- Optimized Supply Chain
- Identification of Profitable Growth Opportunities
- Data-driven Decisions
- Creation of Clear Path for Reaching Multi-year Capacity

BEFORE PLANNING EVEN BEGINS, WE COLLECT THE INPUT OF BUSINESS AREAS INCLUDING:

- Executive Team
- Sales
- Marketing
- Logistics
- Manufacturing
- Finance
- Human Resources

WHY CHOOSE STELLAR FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING?

We provide a fresh, non-biased perspective to strategic planning while implementing best practices and innovations from other industry leaders. Our process includes:

- Quantifiable Goals
- Lean Exercises and Continuous Improvement
- Skill Assessment
- Agreed-Upon Key Assumptions

WE BALANCE COST, CAPACITY, FLEXIBILITY AND MARGIN TO DELIVER SOLUTIONS THAT GIVE CLIENTS A COMPETITIVE EDGE.

- Optimized Supply Chain
- Identification of Profitable Growth Opportunities
- Data-driven Decisions
- Creation of Clear Path for Reaching Multi-year Capacity

COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSES THAT LEAD TO OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES

- Current State vs. Future State Analysis
- Relationship Analysis
- Factory Flow
- Equipment Layout

For more information on Stellar’s comprehensive strategic planning capabilities, contact Todd Allsup, Vice President, Sales, at 904.899.9339 or tallsup@stellar.net.